
COVID-19 Weekend Hobby

Covid-19 isolation time course on Saturday night
After baking pizzas and traditional suede pieces with the children, I decided to illustrate 

with examples of how Internet video-on-demand services work for Finns and how 
much of that speed is needed.

This presentation is a peek into the Internet under the hood without going too deep.

Aalto University professor Jukka Manner inspired this in the Helsingin Sanomat news 
article, "The web of many homes has now problems".

The performance focuses on TV content entertainment, as well as the Internet 
bandwidth it requires (in Finnish "internet speed")

The analysis is the traffic between Smart TV and the Internet connection.
(There is no personal information)
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YLE AREENA (Gangs of New York) NetFlix Rahapaja HBO Vikings Youtube

Comparison from a single household and TV perspective

• YLE Areena ™ content loads evenly (when looking big picture)
• NetFlix ™, HBO ™ and Youtube ™ in bursts (does not affect quality because of Smart TV buffers) 
• Note, The movie has only viewed for a timeline.
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Use of “Online Bandwidth” of Entertainment Services (“Speed”)
HBO ™ used the most band 
Max 6.62Mbps speed (Peak) 

The figure shows how TCP / IP works. Network 
capacity is not continuously reserved, but only 
when the data the transfer takes place. 
(otherwise,  it is free for other applications)

This mean at the same time can 10Mbps internet 
connection used to watch HBO, NetFlix ™ both 
use e-mail, etc. 

Memory rule “If you buy six-pack Corona beer 
from a store, they are parallel, not overlapping.”

Max the speed at which the HBO 
service allows.

SAMSUNG SMART TV

You cannot change this fact by acquiring a “faster” internet subscription.
Memory rule: If you get Corona beer from the tap at the bar, the speed of the beer pouring will not be affected 
by the size of the container below.
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NetFlix ™ used the most band 
Max 2,58Mbps speed (Peak) 

The figure shows how TCP / IP works. Network 
capacity is not continuously reserved, but only 
when the data the transfer takes place. 
(otherwise,  it is free for other applications)

This mean at the same time can 10Mbps internet 
connection used to watch HBO, NetFlix ™ both 
use e-mail, etc. 

Memory rule “If you buy six-pack Corona beer 
from a store, they are parallel, not overlapping.”

SAMSUNG SMART TV

Max the speed at which 
the Netflix™ service allows.

You cannot change this fact by acquiring a “faster” internet subscription.
Memory rule: If you get Corona beer from the tap at the bar, the speed of the beer pouring will not be affected 
by the size of the container below.

Use of “Online Bandwidth” of Entertainment Services (“Speed”)
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HBO™ (Vikings) latency

SAMSUNG SMART TV

Amazon EC2 DUB

org: HO-2
netname: SD-BHS-10G-B704A00-B704B00

Red indicates a service overload, which results in IP packets disappearing into the bit space.
If necessary, TCP / IP retransmits packets, which increases the load on the network.
- If more bandwidth (speed) sold to the consumer in Finland, the situation will get worse because the capacity will end up at the 
wrong end of the network.
- if a 5G 1000Mbps subscription sold to 10 people in Finland, they will have as much bandwidth as a red marked server at all

https://apps.db.ripe.net/db-web-ui/lookup?source=arin-grs&key=HO-2&type=organisation
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Netflix™ CDN latency

SAMSUNG™ SMART TV

Netflix™ CDN server
(local operator)

Netflix™ CDNAmazon ™ EC2

Local CDN, server, but Round Trip Time is over 300ms. 
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Red indicates a service overload, which results in IP packets disappearing into the bit space.
If necessary, TCP / IP retransmits packets, which increases the load on the network.
- If more bandwidth (speed) sold to the consumer in Finland, the situation will get worse because the capacity will end 
up at the wrong end of the network.

SAMSUNG™ SMART TV

Microsoft™

Amazon ™ EC2
Google ™Amazon™ EC2

Service location effect (Yle Areena ™)
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Most of the content distributed to the user through 
CDN content services (a type of cache where 
content is brought closer to consumers).

In addition, the Smart TV application communicates 
with the service provider’s identification and 
licensing services.

The tested Smart TV (with applications like Netflix 
™, HBO ™, YLE Arena ™, and YouTube ™ mainly 
operates to France, the UK, Ireland, and the USA.

Distance significantly affects application 
transmission latency (latency).SAMSUNG™ SMART TV SAMSUNG™ SMART TV

Cloud services and/or CDN  (inc. DNS name servers)

Location of entertainment services during the test
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SAMSUNG™ SMART TV
AKAMAI™ CDN

Yle Areena™ and Akamai™ CDN

CONTENT (Movie Gangs of New York) comes from the Akamai CDN server.

Note the excellent transfer delay (Round trip time).

There is too much delay in processing SSL encryption, but not yet critical (note that this is 1.2 seconds or 1200 milliseconds)

When the public speculates about a 1-millisecond delay in the 5G network, one can see from this that reducing the transmission delay of 
the radio network does not affect the consumer in practice. (Note, 5G URLLC spec has not completed at the time of presentation).

Data transfer “zoom” (about 1 second)
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For Finnish consumers, transmission delays are 
remarkably significant. Services are far away. 
They still work quite satisfactorily.

YLE AREENA (Gangs of New York)

YLE AREENA (Gangs of New York)

Actual latency (transfer delay) and round trip time
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YLE AREENA (Gangs of New York) rolls flat, but other 
SmartTV apps are also awake and polling servers.

Netflix ™ "Rahapaja (La casa de papel) series starts 
7Mbps peak but stabilizes quickly.

HBO™ Vikings
Youtube™

Entertainment bandwidth usage (average)
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Covid-19 isolation time course on Saturday night

Hopefully, this will help you understand how the Internet service works and 
how fast a home connection to your home (and cell phone) is worth it.

Mr. Juha Manner's rule of thumb is 10Mbps per person.
(eg family of 10 people = one 100Mbs subscription)

There are also different needs, but 80% of Finns do better than well. The 
difference is only noticeable in a smaller invoice total.

Thank you, superpowers, and happy spring!


